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Abstract. This paper presented a novel approach XCS-FPGRL to research on robot reinforcement 
learning.   XCS-FPGRL combines covering operator and genetic algorithm. The systems  is 
responsible for adjusting  precision and reducing search space according to some reward obtained  
from the environment, acts as an innovation discovery component which is responsible for 
discovering new better reinforcement learning rules. The experiment and simulation showed that 
robot reinforcement learning can achieved convergence very quickly.  

1 Introduction 
Robot technology has already been widely used in many fields[1-3]. Urged by investigation and 

application, research of robots reinforcement learning has been a hot field. In some task orientation 
applications,  robot reinforcement learning convergence and efficient navigation are key 
technologies of  robot navigation, and also the requirement of the rapid development of  robot 
system navigation technology [4-9]. 

Since most reinforcement learning algorithms are based on the assumption of completely 
unknown environment model, through the study of the system and the environment interaction to 
achieve sequential optimization decision. 

To solve the complex problems often learning cost, slow speed of convergence, and many 
complex real-world applications are often not model is completely unknown, at least there are many 
can learn from the prior domain knowledge. 

On the one hand can enhance learning computational search algorithm quickly focused on 
optimization strategy and value function space; on the other hand, can also make use of prior 
knowledge in the calculation of the search to accelerate the convergence process 

Therefore, the fusion of prior domain knowledge to enhance learning algorithm and theory has 
become the important development trend of enhanced learning research. 

One of the research hotspots is a hybrid algorithm combining learning and supervised learning 
enhancement research, namely the use of supervised learning results to constrain the reinforcement 
learning problem space, the reinforcement learning algorithm can lower cost under the conditions of 
learning space focused on spatial behavior strategy better, showed learning in reinforcement 
learning the possibility and advantages of. 

2 XCS-FPGRL 
The XCS-FPGRL( Accuracy-based learning classifier system with Gradient descent) classifier 

system is a learning classifier systems (LCS) that evolves its classifier by an accuracy-based fitness 
approach [10-14]. 

One of the research hotspots is a hybrid algorithm combining learning and supervised learning 
enhancement research, namely the use of supervised learning results to constrain the reinforcement 
learning problem space, the reinforcement learning algorithm can lower cost under the conditions of 
learning space focused on spatial behavior strategy better, showed learning in reinforcement 
learning the possibility of combining with discrete behavior fuzzy policy gradient reinforcement 
learning (fuzzy policy gradient reinforcement learning, FPGRL) reinforcement learning to adjust 
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the parameters of the fuzzy rules by policy gradient. Because of the fuzzy rules is difficult to 
develop, so the use of reinforcement learning methods, through interaction with the environment, to 
adjust the parameters of fuzzy rules, fuzzy inference system as to the policy gradient reinforcement 
learning function approximators, so as to realize the action selection, selection of probability. 
Advantage  

The state set 1 2( , , , )ks s s s=  ，each rule incentive intensity: 
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3 Robot reinforcement learning 
3.1 Improved crossover operator based on XCS 

Each XCS classifier contains the usual condition, action, and reward prediction parts. Swarm 
robots reinforcement learning convergence is inseparable from environmental information and it is 
particularly important that how to obtain timely accurate environment information through 
reinforcement learning. Therefore, gradient descent method mapped to learning classifier system 
and integrated support vector machine algorithm, a new algorithm of learning classifier system 
based on gradient strategy in application of robots reinforcement learning is proposed. 

Step1：The policy parameter vector in  XCS , the classifier is represented as  <conditions, 
policy parameters> . 

Step2 ： Select  1 1 1( , )p r s=  and 2 2 2( , )p r s= , Conditions and policy parameters is 
cross-evolution, 1 2( , , )i i ip p p

i lr a a a=  and 1 2( , , )i i ip p p
i ls δ δ δ=   is produced. 

Step3：each new classifier io  produced a new strategy parameter vector 1 2( , , , )i i io o o
i ls δ δ δ=  ，

io
jδ  is random parameters ， min max[ , ]io i i

j i ic I c Iδ α α∈ − + ， and 1 2
min min( , )i p p

i ic δ δ= ，
1 2

max max( , )i p p
i ic δ δ= ， min max( , )i i

iI c c= . 
3.2 Fitness function design 

We think it as the main elements of reinforcement learning that robot can avoid obstacles in 
dynamic or static. So We design the fitness function by whether  warm robots  is within safety 
limits and the robot strength . 
3.2.1 Whether within the security 

We considered all obstacles as  particles, each obstacle has a safe radius, if the distance between 
robot and obstacle is greater than the safety radius, then considered to be safe; if it is less than the 
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safety radius, then that is not safe. Relationship between the radius R and distance d as follows: 
0    d R
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≥
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⑷ 
where d = 2 2( ) ( )o r o rx x y y− + − , Obstacle coordinates（xo,yo）, robot current coordinates（ x 
r   ，yr）. 1fit value  indicates the robot  particle and obstacles are in a safe distance , then its 
fitness is 0, if the robot particle and obstacles are not  in a safe distance, then the fitness is -1. 

3.2.2 The fitness function for robot strength   
2 ( 1)ifit S t= +                                                                              

⑸  
3.2.3 Probability success rating fitness function of the robot system 

The multi-robot system does not reach the target position before, individual robot to move within 
the region, at the moment, the robot to the target position prediction own pre-close to the desired 
speed and azimuth of the target is calculated, and the results posted via the wireless network and to 
otherrobot upgrade for leadership robot. Other robots calculated according to the received 
information on its own position and movement trend, and also calculate the target and other robots 
and their relative position, the case according to the other robots, the speed and azimuth of the own 
pre close to the ideal target for finallevel programs and leading robot using weighted probability of 
success the first establish the position estimation equation as follows: 
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Where , , ,i i i ix y v θ is respectively the  robot position ,expected speed and azimuth; 
, , ,g g g gx y v θ is respectively the  robot the target position, speed and direction; Σ′0 is The target 

robot mobile security Radius; ,i xε  and ,i yε  is the deviation of the two-dimensional component. 

Leadership robot leaderx , leadery , leaderv , leaderθ  into the above, and obtained leadert  on behalf into 
the following formula This system feasibility probability as follows:   

2 2 '2
, , 0( ) |system i x i y i leaderp p t tε ε= + ≤ ≤∑                                   

⑺             

{1, 0.65
0, 0.653 system

system

P
Pfit ≥

<=                                             

⑻                       

where 0.65systemP ≥ , indicating the overall planning of the swarm robots system is feasible; 
0.65systemP < , indicating the overall planning of the swarm robots system is not feasible.Taking 

these factors, the integration fitness function of swarm robots reinforcement learning as follows:   
       (1 1)* 2* 3* jf fit fit fit F= +                                                          
⑼ 
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3.3 Convergence strategy of swarm robots path planning      
The XCS classifier system is an LCS that evolves its classifier by an accuracy-based fitness 

approach. Each XCS classifier contains the usual condition, action, and reward prediction parts. 
Complementary, XCS-FPGRL contains a prediction error estimate and a fitness estimate, which 
represents the relative accuracy of a classifier. 

XCS can find a set of learning rules through interaction with the environment. These rules can be 
used to guide the robot collision avoidance, and can provide real-time, dynamic feedback for the 
robot. The warm robots can autonomous learn optimal convergence strategy. 

Step1:The optimal learning strategies as the XCS initial rule set, and randomly perform one of 
the learning strategies. 

Step2:Condition part of the message in the message list is compared with the current regulations, 
matched regulations is put into the matching rule set. 

Step3:Selecting  the appropriate classifier from the matching rules, and sent these rules to the 
effectors to guide the robot to generate the corresponding planning action, and to determine the 
convergence effect based on the feedback value. 

Step4: Repeat Step2-Step 3 until the matching rule set is empty or rule discovery mechanism is 
triggered. 

Step5:The rule discovery system using genetic algorithms and rules covering algorithm to 
construct the new rules. 

Step6:Merge the new rules, so that it can be summed up the previous two samples. The new 
learning of individual rules are sent the public rule set for the other robot XCS-FPGRL to generate 
new rules to share. 

Step7:If robot does not meet the convergence effect,  return to Step2. 

4 Experiments and Simulation 
 Suppose the activities region of swarm robots is a rectangular area, O1-O3 are three dynamic 

obstacles, the rest is static obstacles in the region. Fig.1 shows the swarm robots reinforcement 
learning based on XCS in a static environment. Fig.2 shows Multi-robot trajectory in the U-shaped 
environment based on XCS-FPGRL, effectively improving the learning convergence speed. 

 
                Fig. 1 Robot reinforcement learning in a static environment based on XCS 

Under normal circumstances, the performance of a reinforcement learning algorithm needs two 
aspects to determine, one is convergence of algorithm, the other is convergence speed. Figure 2 
shows Multi-robots in the narrow context of the U-shaped trajectory. Dynamic obstacles (No. 1-3) 
were in their narrow U-shaped environment for up and down movement, four were successfully 
reach the ultimate goal of the robot point G point. 

From Fig 2 and Fig3 we can see algorithm convergence trend after a certain number of learning. 
After a certain number of learning, the oscillation amplitude is very small, we can consider the 
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approximation to the convergence. Fig3 is reinforcement learning based on XCS-FPGRL, whether 
it is the robot individual reinforcement learning or multi-robot learning, all robot can receive the 
desired learning convergence curve in the short period of time. 

 
      Figure2 Multi-robot trajectory in the U-shaped environment based on XCS-FPGRL 

 

 
Figure 3 Multi-channel robot trajectories in narrow channel environment XCS-FPGRL 

 
Figure 3 is the in the multi-robot trajectory in narrow channel environment. Dynamic obstacles 

(No. 1-3) were down as a straight line in their environment, all involved in the planning of the 
robots have achieved satisfactory simulation curve. Presented in this paper XCS-FPGRL based 
integration algorithm, because all XCS-FPGRL have strong ability to forecast returns, all the 
stability of the robot can achieve a satisfactory convergence effect for multi-robot trajectory in the 
narrow dynamic environment. 

Conclusions and Future works 
This paper presented a novel approach to solve the problem of swarm robot reinforcement 

learning convergence.  XCS-FPGRL is an accuracy-based machine learning system that combines 
covering operator and genetic algorithm. The covering operator is responsible for adjusting 
precision and reducing search space according to some reward obtained  from the environment. 
The genetic algorithm acts as an innovation discovery component which is responsible for 
discovering new better reinforcement learning rules. The advantages of this approach is its 
accuracy-based representation, that can be easily reduce learning space, improve online learning 
ability, robustness due to the use of genetic algorithm. Simulation indicated that the accuracy-based 
learning classifier system used in the swarm robot's reinforcement learning convergence is effective, 
and swarm robots can achieve stably convergence very quickly. 
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